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Reconstructing ancestral gene content by coevolution
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1School of Computer Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv 69978, Israel; 2Department of Molecular Microbiology and
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Inferring the gene content of ancestral genomes is a fundamental challenge in molecular evolution. Due to the statistical
nature of this problem, ancestral genomes inferred by the maximum likelihood (ML) or the maximum-parsimony (MP)
methods are prone to considerable error rates. In general, these errors are difficult to abolish by using longer genomic
sequences or by analyzing more taxa. This study describes a new approach for improving ancestral genome reconstruction,
the ancestral coevolver (ACE), which utilizes coevolutionary information to improve the accuracy of such reconstructions
over previous approaches. The principal idea is to reduce the potentially large solution space by choosing a single optimal
(or near optimal) solution that is in accord with the coevolutionary relationships between protein families. Simulation
experiments, both on artificial and real biological data, show that ACE yields a marked decrease in error rate compared
with ML or MP. Applied to a large data set (95 organisms, 4873 protein families, and 10,000 coevolutionary relationships),
some of the ancestral genomes reconstructed by ACE were remarkably different in their gene content from those
reconstructed by ML or MP alone (more than 10% in some nodes). These reconstructions, while having almost similar
likelihood/parsimony scores as those obtained with ML/MP, had markedly higher concordance with the coevolutionary
information. Specifically, when ACE was implemented to improve the results of ML, it added a large number of proteins to
those encoded by LUCA (last universal common ancestor), most of them ribosomal proteins and components of the F0F1-
type ATP synthase/ATPases, complexes that are vital in most living organisms. Our analysis suggests that LUCA appears
to have been bacterial-like and had a genome size similar to the genome sizes of many extant organisms.

[Supplemental material is available online at http://www.genome.org.]

The problem of reconstructing ancestral states is as old as the field

of molecular evolution, pioneered by Fitch around 40 yr ago (Fitch

1971). This first algorithm assumed a binary alphabet and was

based on the maximum parsimony (MP) criterion, i.e., find the

labels to the internal nodes of a tree that minimize the number of

changes or mutations along the tree edges. Over the years this basic

algorithm was generalized in many ways. Sankoff (1975) showed

how to efficiently solve versions of the MP problem with a non-

binary alphabet and with multiple edge weights. Algorithms for

inferring ancestral sequences based on the maximum likelihood

(ML) principle (instead of MP) were suggested more than 15 yr later

(Barry and Hartigan 1987; Felsenstein 1993; Pagel 1999; Pupko

et al. 2000; Krishnan et al. 2004; Elias and Tuller 2007), aiming to

identify the ancestral sequences that are most likely, given the

current data in probabilistic terms. In a manner analogous to in-

ferring an ancestral sequence such as a protein or gene (Pupko et al.

2000; Blanchette et al. 2004; Ma et al. 2006), many studies have

aimed to reconstruct ancestral genomes (genomic content or gene

content; e.g., see Boussau et al. 2004; Ouzounis et al. 2006; Putnam

et al. 2007). Most existing phylogenetic reconstruction algorithms

can be adapted to reconstructing ancestral gene content (e.g., see

Felsenstein 1993; Yang 1997; Swofford 2002).

The main problem related to reconstructing ancestral se-

quences and gene inventories is that, in practice, the reconstructed

sequences often contain a large number of errors. A major source of

this phenomenon is the existence of multiple local and/or global

maxima (i.e., solutions that are different but have the same scores

of ‘‘goodness’’) in the solution space searched by both the ML and

the MP approaches (e.g., see Fig. 1; Chor et al. 2000). Furthermore,

due to the statistical nature of the problem, and as both ML/MP

assume that different sites and different genes/proteins evolve

independently, increasing the amount of information used (the

lengths of the sequences and the number of organisms) (Li et al.

2008) does not guarantee a decrease in the error rate. Thus, in

many cases, the confidence that we may assign to the most likely

or most parsimonious reconstructed ancestral state is not very

high.

In this work we describe a novel approach for improving the

accuracy of reconstructed ancestral genomes. Our approach is

based on utilizing information embedded in the coevolution of

interacting proteins. The potential utility of this strategy is in-

tuitively simple: If the ancestral reconstruction of protein A is

ambiguous (e.g., different solutions achieve similar scores), but the

ancestral reconstruction of protein B is unambiguous, then,

knowing that A and B have coevolved (usually due to some func-

tional interaction) can help us disambiguate the ancestral re-

construction of A. A simple illustration of this idea is described in

Figure 1. As demonstrated further on, our approach can success-

fully distinguish between solutions with similar parsimony/like-

lihood scores.

Importantly, coevolutionary relations between proteins are

quite ubiquitous and have been traced and reported in numerous

studies (Pazos et al. 1997; Chen and Dokholyan 2006; Marino-

Ramirez et al. 2006; Barker et al. 2007; Wapinski et al. 2007; Felder

and Tuller 2008; Tuller et al. 2009). One such source is protein–

protein interactions (PPIs): Several studies have already demon-

strated a link between coevolution and physical interactions.

These investigations used the fact that interacting proteins tend to

coevolve in order to successfully predict physical interactions (e.g.,

see Wu et al. 2003; Sato et al. 2005; Juan et al. 2008). Here, we take

the opposite approach and use data on physical interactions be-

tween proteins as a proxy for their coevolution. Large-scale PPI

datasets currently exist only for relatively few organisms, but as
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physical interactions tend to be conserved across species, at least to

some extent, (e.g., see Wu et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2006; Hirsh and

Sharan 2007), it is plausible to assume that existing PPIs testify to

coevolutionary relations across the ancestral tree. Another source

of coevolution information that we utilize is metabolic adjacency:

Following the studies of Spirin et al. (2006) and Zhao et al. (2007)

we assume that metabolic enzymes that catalyze consecutive re-

actions in the same pathway tend to coevolve. We also incorporate

additional sources of coevolution information, including genomic

proximity, coexpression, and gene fusion, which have all been

shown to be good predictors of coevolution (Lee et al. 2004; Chen

and Dokholyan 2006; Jensen et al. 2009; Tuller et al. 2009).

The coevolution data from all of these sources is combined to

reconstruct the evolutionary history of 95 unicellular bacteria,

archaea, and eukaryotes.

Results

The ancestral coevolver algorithm (ACE)

The ancestral coevolver method incorporates information about

the coevolutionary relationships between pairs of proteins and the

evolutionary distance between organisms (an evolutionary tree[s])

to improve the accuracy of ancestral pro-

tein content reconstruction. In this sec-

tion we briefly describe our approach,

model, and definitions. More formal def-

initions appear in Supplementary Note 1.

For simplicity, we will relate similarly to

proteins and the genes that encode them.

A phylogenetic tree is a rooted bi-

nary tree (i.e., the input degree of each

node is one and the output degree is two)

together with leaf labels. In this work, we

assume that each node in a phylogenetic

tree corresponds to a different organism

(i.e., this is a species tree) and one can use

this phylogenetic tree to describe the

evolution of each protein family. In the

simplest binary case, each label is either

‘‘0’’ (the gene does not appear in the ge-

nome of the organism) or ‘‘1’’ (the protein

is encoded in the genome of an organ-

ism). In the nonbinary case each label is

a natural number that denotes the num-

ber of paralogous copies of a gene in the

corresponding genome. The leaves in

a phylogenetic tree correspond to extant

species, while the internal nodes corre-

spond to ancestral organisms.

A coevolving forest is a set of phy-

logenetic trees with identical topology

that correspond to the same organisms,

each tracking the evolution of a different

gene/protein. The forest includes an ad-

ditional set of coevolutionary edges that

connect pairs of nodes, each node in an

edge belonging to a different phyloge-

netic tree. Each such coevolutionary edge

connects a pair of nodes that correspond

to the same organism (Fig. 1). The edges

that are part of the evolutionary tree (the

standard evolutionary transition edges) are termed ‘‘tree edges’’

here. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a coevolving forest spanning

two gene/protein trees (the coevolutionary edges are dashed wavy

arrows, while the tree edges are continuous). In this work we as-

sume that pairs of coevolutionary edges that connect the roots of

two evolutionary trees are ‘‘inherited’’ by the other pairs of nodes

of the evolutionary trees (as described in Fig. 1), i.e., our mathe-

matical model is capable of dealing with cases where co-

evolutionary edges appear/disappear during evolution. However,

overall, we assume that the events where new coevolutionary

edges appear or disappear are relatively rare.

A coevolutionary forest additionally includes a weight table

for each coevolutionary edge and each tree edge. These weight

tables include the cost of each pair of labels at the two ends of the

edge. In the case of tree edges, these weights reflect the probability

of gaining/losing a copy number along the edge (Methods). For

coevolutionary edges, these weights reflect the distribution of

mutual occurrences of the labels of the nodes connected by the

edge. As we discuss later, these tables can be further weighted to

reflect our confidence in these two types of information (the

evolutionary transitions vs. coevolution information).

Another basic term needed for the description of our method

is the notion of a coevolutionary graph, which is an undirected

Figure 1. A simple example demonstrating how coevolution can be used to improve ancestral se-
quence reconstruction. This example includes a coevolving forest with two trees, the tree edges are
solid lines, while the coevolutionary edges are dashed wavy arrows; the ancestral states (e.g., the labels
at the internal nodes x1 and y1) are smaller, while the known nonancestral states are larger and in italics
(for formal definitions, see Supplementary Note 1). (A) The reconstructed ancestral states of two pro-
teins (protein x and protein y); for protein x there are two parsimonious solutions: In one solution, all of
the labels of the three internal nodes, t1, t2, t3, are ‘‘0’’; in the second solution, all of the labels of the
three internal nodes are ‘‘1.’’ (B) By taking into consideration the coevolution of protein x with protein y,
the ‘‘all ‘1’ ’’ solution is chosen for x, thus resolving the ambiguity in the labels of x by using information
about protein y with which it interacts, and which has less ambiguous labels.
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graph that describes the coevolutionary relationships in the co-

evolutionary forest. In such a graph, each node corresponds to

a tree in the coevolutionary forest, and two nodes are connected by

an edge if there is at least one coevolutionary edge between their

corresponding trees. For example, the coevolutionary graph corre-

sponding to the coevolutionary forest in Figure 1A includes two

nodes (as there are two evolutionary trees in the forest), and one

edge that connects these nodes (as there are coevolutionary edges

between the two evolutionary trees). A connected component in

the coevolutionary forest is a subset of trees whose corresponding

nodes in the coevolutionary graph induce a connected component

(i.e., a set of nodes such that there is a path between each pair of

nodes in the set. For example, in the coevolutionary forest that

appears in Figure 1A the two trees induce a connected component).

The coevolutionary edges used in this work are drawn from various

sources of information: protein interactions, coexpression, prox-

imity in the metabolic networks, and other measures of cofunc-

tionality (see Methods). As it is not clear how to model the evo-

lution of a network with many types of interactions, we decided to

use the generalized MP as an objective function.

This leads us to the definition of the computational problem

we are concerned with, the ancestral coevolution problem: Given

a coevolutionary forest (a set of trees, a set of coevolutionary edges

that connect pairs of nodes in these trees, and weight tables for

each tree edge and each coevolutionary edge) we want to find la-

bels for the internal nodes of all of the trees in the coevolutionary

forest, such that the sum of the corresponding weights along all of

the tree edges and the coevolutionary edges (the total cost) is

minimal.

We designed an algorithm for solving this problem—the an-

cestral coevolver (ACE). The goal of ACE is to find labels for all of

the nodes of all of the trees in a coevolutionary forest by opti-

mizing the ancestral coevolution problem.

The sum of coevolutionary weights that are induced by

choosing labels (a solution) for all of the

internal nodes in a coevolutionary forest

composes the coevolutionary score. In

this work we normalize this score by di-

viding it by the minimal possible co-

evolutionary score. Similarly, the sum of

tree weights that are induced by choosing

labels (a solution) for all of the internal

nodes in a coevolutionary forest is named

the maximum likelihood or the maxi-

mum parsimony score (for a ML/MP

problem, correspondingly). Also, in this

case we normalized this score by dividing

it by the minimal possible ML/MP score.

By changing the relative weights assigned

to the coevolutionary edges relative to

those of the tree edges we can control the

comparative influence of these two sour-

ces of information on the inferred labels.

For sufficiently small weights of the co-

evolutionary edges, ACE will choose one

of the solutions obtained by the common

ML/MP approaches, solving the problem

of multiple optima of ML/MP (the ex-

treme case of ancestral coevolution prob-

lem without coevolutionary edges de-

scribes a conventional MP/ML problem).

On the other hand, using very large co-

evolutionary weights will result in a solution that is mostly influ-

enced by the coevolutionary relations (see Supplementary Notes 1

and 2; Methods). We name such weighting procedure as either ML/

CE weighting or MP/CE weighting, (depending on the algorithm

used).

In the next section we demonstrate three different ways for

choosing the ML/CE weighting (see more details in Supplementary

Notes 1, 2; Methods): The first is called the ‘‘conservative way’’:

choose small enough weights for the coevolutionary edges such

that the solution will be one of the ML/MP solutions. This ap-

proach should be used if one strongly believes in the conventional

ML/MP approach and the corresponding tree edge weight tables

(this approach is demonstrated in section The Simple Parsimony

Case: A Classical Example of Multiple Maxima). The second is

called the ‘‘weighted average’’: Choose the weights of the co-

evolutionary edges such that the weighted average of the co-

evolutionary score and the ML/MP score are optimized. If one has

similar beliefs in the two sources of information, a simple average

should be used; otherwise, a weighted average, reflecting the rel-

ative confidence in each of the information sources should be used

(this approach is demonstrated in section The ML Case: A Detailed

Biological Case Stud). The third approach is called the learning

approach: In this case we ‘‘flip’’ a small fraction of the sites at the

leaves and try to correct them by using the entire model. We chose

the weights with the best performances (more details in the section

The ACE Reconstructs Missing Values at the Leaves of the Evolu-

tionary Tree Better Than ML/MP).

The general steps of the algorithm appear in Figure 2. The

preprocessing steps required for generating the input to the ACE

algorithm include (Fig. 2A): reconstructing a phylogenetic tree,

inferring groups of orthologs, gathering functional/physical in-

teractions between orthologs, and computing edge weights. Next,

ACE is implemented (Fig. 2B). The algorithm has four main steps:

(1) the coevolutionary forest is partitioned into smaller subforests;

Figure 2. (A) The preprocessing step: generating an input for ACE. The input includes an evolutionary
tree with tree edge weights as well as coevolutionary edges with corresponding weights (see more
details in Methods). (B) The ACE algorithm has four main steps: (1) partitioning of the coevolutionary
graph to smaller subgraphs, (2) finding the optimal ancestral states in these subgraph, (3) merging
these subgraphs, (4) improving the solution greedily (see a detailed description in the Methods section
and in Supplementary Note 1).

The ancestral coevolver
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(2) an optimal labeling is inferred for

each of these subforests; (3) the solutions

are merged; and (4) a final step of greedy

optimization is performed. A detailed

description of the algorithm is presented

in the Methods section, in Supplemen-

tal Figure 1, and in Supplementary Note

1. Note that an ancestral genome may

include more genes than each of the

genomes at the leaves (Supplementary

Note 3).

Here, we show an application of ACE

within the MP framework. However, the

optimization problem of inferring the

ancestral states of a phylogenetic tree

when the optimization criterion used is

ML (e.g., see Pupko et al. 2000) under in-

dependently and identically distributed

(i.i.d.) probabilistic models such as Jukes

and Cantor (1969) (JC), Neyman (1971),

or the model of Yang et al. (1995) can be

formalized as a MP problem for a non-

binary alphabet with multiple edge

weights (Sankoff 1975) (Supplementary

Note 4). Thus, the ACE algorithm can be

used for improving both ML and MP al-

gorithms.

A comparative simulation study
of ACE vs. MP/ML

To demonstrate the performance of ACE

we designed a simulation incorporating

coevolution, where the genes/proteins

evolve along the corresponding evolu-

tionary trees, but also coevolve with each

other (Supplementary Note 5; Supple-

mental Fig. 2). We examined the perfor-

mance of the ACE algorithm in compari-

son to the standard MP/ML approaches

while varying the following parameters:

(1) the amount of coevolutionary edges:

the number of edges per node in the co-

evolutionary graph; (2) the introduction

of errors in the weights of the tree edges

and the coevolutionary graph; and (3) varying the probability of

mutations along the tree edges (corresponding to the weights of

the tree edges; Supplementary Note 5; Supplemental Fig. 2). The

aims of the simulation are: (1) to demonstrate the robustness of the

ACE algorithm to various parameters; (2) to compare the ACE ap-

proach to the conventional approaches (MP/ML) that do not use

coevolutionary information (currently, there are no previous ap-

proaches that use coevolutionary information to infer genome

content that can be compared to the ACE).

A summary of the simulation results is provided in Figure 3.

First we investigated the effect of modifying coevolution levels,

quantified by the mean number of edges per node in the co-

evolutionary graph. Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that ACE out-

performs the MP/ML approaches, even at low levels of co-

evolution. Both the performance of ACE (Fig. 3A), as measured

by the error rate (the frequency of ancestral states inferred in-

correctly), and its superiority over the other approaches (Fig. 3C),

increases with the level of coevolution. The error rate of ACE

undergoes a decrease of more than 50% (to an error rate of just a

few percent) when the level of coevolution increases from 0 to 5

(Fig. 3A). Note that this level of coevolution is reasonable in real

biological terms: For example, there are more than five PPI in-

teractions for each protein, on average, in the yeast PPI network

(which includes 39,396 interactions and around 6400 open read-

ing frames [ORFs]; see Methods). If we incorporate a number of

sources of coevolutionary information (see above), the average

degree in the resulting coevolutionary graph turns out to be much

higher (e.g., the mean node degree [connections per protein] in the

coevolutionary graph underlying the biological case analyzed in

the next section was larger than 14).

As can be seen in Figure 3B, ACE is more robust than the

standard MP/ML approaches to errors in the weights of tree edges.

ACE performs better at all error rates, but predominantly when the

error level is particularly high. Moreover, ACE also performs better

Figure 3. Summary of the simulation results, reporting the mean over 10 runs using coevolutionary
forests with 100 trees, each with 20 leaves and branch lengths in the range of from 0.1 to 0.4. (A) The
error rate (frequency of sites inferred with error, y-axis) vs. the level of coevolution (normalized by the
number of trees, x-axis). The inset shows the typical behavior at very low levels of coevolution. (B)
The error rate vs. errors in the weights of the tree edges. (C ) Difference between the error rate of ACE and
the error rate of MP or ML (in %) vs. level of coevolution. (D) The error rate vs. error in the coevolutionary
graph, the latter denoting the mean number of coevolutionary edges changed between a node (rep-
resenting an organism) and its descendant in the evolutionary trees; the ACE was based on the co-
evolutionary graph in one of the nodes. The inset shows the difference (in %) between the error rates vs.
the error in coevolutionary edges. Note that the gap between ML and ACE decreases when the error in
coevolutionary edges increases. (E ) The error rate vs. mean weight of the tree edges. The inset shows the
difference (in %). Note that the gap between ML/MP and ACE increases when the mean weight of the
tree edges (the probability to gain/loss a protein) increases.
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than MP/ML when coevolutionary edges

disappear/appear in evolution (this pro-

cess can also reflect errors in the topology

of the assumed coevolutionary graph,

another possible source of error) (Fig. 3D;

D’haeseleer and Church 2004). Finally,

Figure 3E shows that a higher probability

of gene gain/loss events along the tree

edges (Supplementary Note 5) improves

the performance of ACE compared with

the other methods. Thus, we conclude

that ACE outperforms the other methods,

especially in the presence of some un-

reliable/noisy data, as typically found in

large biological datasets.

Applying ACE to biological data

Using ACE we reconstructed ancestral genomes from a large set of

organisms from the three domains of life, Bacteria, Archaea, and

Eukarya. Figure 2 summarizes the different steps in generating the

biological inputs (Methods). We used the 95 genomes of unicel-

lular organisms represented in the COG database (Tatusov et al.

2003; Jensen et al. 2009) (see Supplemental Fig. 3). We studied

a binary case where ‘‘1’’ represents the presence of a gene/protein

and ‘‘0’’ represents its absence. Using the 4873 groups of orthologs

that appear in COG, we represented each of the 95 genomes by

a binary string having a length of 4873 characters. We inferred the

ancestral genomes by using two main versions of edge weights

(Methods): (1) Binary MP; (2) binary ML (details about the results

on additional versions of MP appear in Supplementary Notes 6 and

7 and Supplemental Fig. 4). In each case, we examined a range

of ML/CE or MP/CE weightings and chose one of the MP/CE

weightings according to the approaches mentioned before. As

mentioned earlier, the two extreme cases are when the weight of

the coevolutionary edges is very small relative to the tree edges and

vice versa, when the weight of the tree edges is very small relative

to the weight of the coevolutionary edges.

ACE reconstructs missing values at the leaves of the evolutionary
tree better than ML/MP

At the first stage, to further demonstrate the advantages of ACE

over conventional ML/MP we performed the following procedure:

(1) We randomly flipped 3%–5% of the values with co-

evolutionary relations in 3%–5% of the genomes, from ab-

sence to presence, or vice versa.

(2) We reconstructed the ancestral states of the coevolutionary

forest based on the altered genomic contents.

(3) We then ‘‘fixed’’ the values at the leaves that were flipped by

choosing labels that optimize the score of the coevolutionary

network given the states inferred in step 2.

(4) Steps 1–3 were repeated seven times.

The mean error-rates of the inferred values at the leaves for the

above procedure and for different MP/CE or ML/CE weightings,

MP and ML, as well as for different percents of flipping are pro-

vided in Table 1.

As can be seen, using the coevolutionary information reduces

the error rate by more than 50%, where usually most of the im-

provement is achieved in the case of the second weighting (whose

ML/MP score is also relatively high). This analysis further supports

the use of coevolutionary information in addition to conventional

ML/MP approaches. Additionally, as evident, the approach de-

scribed here can be used for selecting an optimal ML/CE weighting.

The simple parsimony case: A classical example of multiple global maxima

To study the effect of integrating coevolution data on MP gene

content reconstruction, we began with the simple parsimony case,

in which the penalty for losing/gaining a protein is identical along

all tree edges. In this case, there are many possible solutions, each

having the same parsimony score. This case illustrates how ACE

can be utilized for choosing one optimum by adding the co-

evolutionary biological constraints (see Fig. 4A). Out of all possible

solutions, ACE chose one whose score (33,525) is identical to the

best score obtained using the MP algorithm. However, the in-

clusion of coevolutionary constraints resulted in a biologically

different solution: The number of inferred proteins was either

similar or higher in most of the internal nodes, and ACE added 34

proteins to the LUCA (see Fig. 4B). As MP does not consider the fact

that in some of the tree edges the probability to lose/gain a protein

is low, it tends to remove ancestral proteins; ACE partially fixes this

problem by adding proteins to most of the internal nodes. The

function of the protein families inferred by ACE and not by

MP in LUCA appear in Figure 4C. Gene families whose function

is related to translation are overrepresented in this set (hyper-

geometric P-value = 1.97 3 10�5; Methods); gene families whose

function are related to amino acid transport and metabolism are

underrepresented in this set (hypergeometric P-value = 0.0065;

Methods).

Similar results were obtained for the other version of the

inputs (e.g., the nonbinary and nonsymmetric versions; see

Methods; Supplementary Notes 6, 7; Supplemental Fig. 4), dem-

onstrating that ACE can be successfully applied to different ver-

sions of the input. As is evident, in all the cases ACE added dozens

of new protein families to LUCA, suggesting that common ML/MP

approaches tend to underestimate the number of proteins in

LUCA.

The ML case: A detailed case study

Figure 5 includes a summary of the results for the binary ML case.

As can be seen in Figure 5A, the optimal labels inferred for each

ML/CE weighting correspond to solutions that are very close (not

more than 20% higher) both to the optimal coevolutionary solu-

tion and to the ML solution (for comparison, with 100 random

labelings, the mean ML score is 1547% higher than the optimal

score, and the mean coevolutionary score is 518% higher than the

optimal coevolutionary score; P-value < 0.01 in both cases).

In the ML case, since there were many optima points with

similar but not identical scores (as in the case of MP), the ACE

solution for the first ML/CE weighting was identical to the ML

Table 1. Error rates for different ML/CE or MP/CE weightings, when used for correcting
flipped labels at the leaves of the coevolutionary forest

ML/CE or MP/CE weightings
ML/MP
(i.i.d) 1 2 3 4 5

Only
coevolution

Mean error rate; ML; 3%33% 0.072 0.072 0.037a 0.032 0.026 0.024b 0.0283
Mean error rate; ML; 5%35% 0.084 0.084 0.04a 0.034 0.03 0.026b 0.0305
Mean error rate; ML; 7%37% 0.107 0.107 0.054a 0.045 0.039 0.035 0.032b

Mean error rate; MP; 3%33% 0.067 0.058 0.049 0.043 0.037 0.026a,b 0.0283
Mean error rate; MP; 5%35% 0.096 0.08 0.06a 0.051 0.044 0.03b 0.0305
Mean error rate; MP; 7%37% 0.105 0.086 0.064a 0.057 0.048 0.031b 0.032

aThe maximal decrease in the error rate.
bThe minimal error rate.
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solution. Thus, in this case, we examined the ML/CE weighting

that optimized the sum of the two scores (short-dashed line in Fig.

5A). At a weighting level of 2, the two scores (CE and ML) are

within 4% from their respective optima. This ML/CE weighting

also seems the most appropriate for additional reasons: This ML/

CE weighting reconstructed the gene content of LUCA to be an

intermediate between the solution that only relies on coevolution

and the ML solution (it adds 57 protein families to the ML re-

construction of LUCA, while the solution with extreme ML/CE

weighting adds 98 to this reconstruction);

thus, it represents a midway point be-

tween the two sources of information.

Second, remarkably, this weighting gave

the largest reduction of the error rate at

the leaves of the biological data tree (see

previous section).

Figure 5B depicts the difference be-

tween the number of proteins inferred by

ACE and the number of proteins inferred

by ML in each internal node of the evo-

lutionary tree (see Supplemental Fig. 3).

As evident, ACE added proteins to some

of the nodes (e.g., LUCA and the ancestor

of the Fungi), removed proteins from

others (e.g., the subtree of the Archeae

and the Firmicutes), and kept some nodes

unchanged (e.g., the ancestor of the

Cyanobacteria and the ancestor of the

alpha-protobacteria).

We turned to analyze the recon-

structed gene content of LUCA, which

has been the subject of much controversy

in recent years (see Glansdorff et al. 2008

for a recent survey of about 200 papers

studying LUCA, e.g., Penny and Poole

1999; Koonin 2003). One major open

question concerning LUCA is the size of

its genome. ACE finds a total of 743

inferred proteins in LUCA, which is still

less than the mean number of protein

families in the extant organisms analyzed

(1265), but is considerably higher than

the number of proteins inferred by the

conventional MP method (only 587) or

the ML method (686). More specifically,

the inferred genome size of LUCA was

larger than the genomes of 16% (15/95)

of the organisms in the analyzed data

set. Koonin (2003) suggested that LUCA

had 500–600 genes, less than the great

majority (96%) of the organisms in the

analyzed data set, while Ouzounis et al.

(2006) suggested that LUCA had a rela-

tively rich genome. Our results are more

in line with the suggestions of Ouzounis

et al. (2006), namely, that LUCA had

a relatively rich genome that resembles

the gene contents of extant organisms.

Fifty-seven gene families were added

to LUCA by ACE compared with ML

(Supplemental Table 1). Figure 5C depicts

the functionality of the new proteins

found by ACE. Functions that are underrepresented in the set of

new proteins added by ACE are related to ‘‘amino acid transport

and metabolism’’ and ‘‘transcription.’’ On the other hand, most of

the new protein families are related to ‘‘energy production’’ and to

‘‘translation and ribosome structure’’; gene families from this last

category are overrepresented in this set (hypergeometric P-value =

8 3 10�5; Methods). The proteins from the first group are mainly

composed of components of the F0F1-type ATP synthase, and the

proteins from the second group are mainly ribosomal proteins.

Figure 4. (A) The coevolutionary score (dashed), the simple maximum parsimony score (continuous)
for different MP/CE weightings. The scores are normalized to the minimal solution (i.e., ‘‘1’’ denotes
a minimal/optimal solution): By definition, at the first MP/CE weighting, the simple parsimony score is
optimal/minimal, while at the fifth MP/CE weighting the coevolutionary score is optimal/minimal. (B)
The difference between the number of proteins that ACE inferred (using the first MP/CE weighting) and
the number of proteins inferred by simple MP for each internal node. (C ) The function of the protein
families inferred by ACE and not by MP in LUCA. Gene families whose function is related to translation
are overrepresented in this set (hypergeometric P-value = 1.97 3 10�5; Methods); gene families whose
function is related to amino acid transport and methabolism are underrepresented in this set (hyper-
geometric P-value = 0.0065; Methods).
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Interestingly, while F0F1-type ATP synthases are presently found

primarily in aerobic bacteria and mitochondria, they are believed

to be descended from ancient anaerobic enzymes, and thus their

antiquity is highly plausible (Cross and Muller 2004). Strikingly,

the additional ribosomal proteins that are conserved in extant

bacteria, but absent in archaea and eukaryotes, were inferred to be

encoded by LUCA. This may imply a bacterial-like LUCA from

which archaea later diverged (Gogarten et al. 1989; Iwabe et al.

1989), rather than a parallel emergence of the two prokaryotic

domains (Woese 1998). Furthermore, the

presence of the methionyl-tRNA for-

myltransferase in LUCA implies that

the bacterial-like ancestor already used

formyl-methionine to initiate transla-

tion, and that this formylation was sub-

sequently lost in Archaea and Eukarya as

their translation system diverged from

the bacterial one. Another interesting

observation is that the preprotein trans-

locase subunits SecF and SecD, which are

absent in some bacteria and nonessential

in others, (Wooldridge 2009) are pre-

dicted to be ancestral, as is the YidC

translocase subunit, which is involved in

integration of membrane proteins (Serek

et al. 2004).

Analysis under extreme ML/CE weightings

In this subsection we repeated the anal-

ysis reported in the previous section for

the case where the ML/CE weighting is

maximal (i.e., the weights of the co-

evolutionary tables are dominant). In this

case, ACE finds a total of 784 inferred

proteins in LUCA, more than have been

reported in the previous cases; 98 (14%)

of the proteins are added to the result of

the conventional ML; see details in Sup-

plemental Figure 5.

In this case, the prominent func-

tions overlap those that have been

reported in the previous subsection: Pro-

teins related to translation are over-

represented in both cases, while protein

families related to metabolism are un-

derrepresented in both cases, showing

that our previous conclusions are robust

to the ML/CO weighting. A few addi-

tional proteins unique to the extreme

weighting are nevertheless notable. These

include, for example, several proteins in-

volved in the synthesis of the bacte-

rial peptidoglycan cell wall and many

central proteins of the DNA replication

and DNA repair machineries, including

DNA polymerases, ligases, helicases, and

a single-strand binding protein. Thus, if

one were inclined to trust the extreme

ML/CE weighting, one would conclude

that LUCA already possessed advanced

bacterial-like surface components and ro-

bust DNA repair and replication ma-

chineries. These conclusions further reinforce the view of LUCA as

an organism not unlike extant bacterial species, both in the

number of genes and in its physiological capabilities.

Discussion
In this study, we describe a new approach for reconstructing

ancestral genomes. Our approach captures coevolutionary de-

pendencies between different proteins and uses this information

Figure 5. (A) The coevolutionary score (solid line), the maximum likelihood score (long-dashed line),
and their mean (short-dashed line) for different ML/CE weightings. In all of the ML/CE weightings the
two scores are <120% higher than their optimum/minimum. The second ML/CE weighting optimizes
the mean of these two scores (see short-dashed line). (B) The difference between the number of proteins
inferred by ACE and the number of proteins inferred by maximum likelihood for each internal node,
using the optimal weighting. (C ) The function of the protein families inferred by ACE and not by ML in
LUCA. Gene families whose function is related to translation or intracellular trafficking are over-
represented in this set (hypergeometric P-values = 8 3 10�5 and 0.02, respectively; Methods); gene
families whose function is related to amino acid transport and metabolism and transcription are un-
derrepresented in this set (hypergeometric P-value = 0.0001 and 0.038, respectively; Methods).
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to disambiguate the gene contents of the reconstructed ancestral

genomic contents. ACE is geared to tackle an inherent problem

that plagues the MP and ML approaches, whose solution space

tends to be populated with multiple maxima (e.g., see Fig. 1; Chor

et al. 2000). We demonstrate the superiority of the new approach

over existing methods in a simulated scenario where coevo-

lutionary information is available: Using ACE with biologically

plausible levels of coevolutionary information reduces the error

rate of the ancestral genome reconstruction by more than 50%.

When ACE was applied to the study of ancestral genomes, our

analysis showed that it can find solutions whose likelihood/par-

simony score is very similar or identical to the ML/MP scores.

These solutions, however, are often significantly different from the

ML/MP solutions and, since they incorporate coevolution data,

are more plausible from a biological standpoint. Accordingly, ACE

finds dozens of additional proteins in LUCA, many of which are

ribosomal proteins or part of the ATP synthase, complexes that are

essential for life.

Our coevolution-based approach is presented here in the

framework of ancestral genome reconstruction due to its impor-

tance for evolutionary biology and because coevolutionary in-

formation can be readily obtained at the gene/protein level.

However, its potential scope goes far beyond inferring ancestral

gene content: ACE can be used to tackle any general problem of

ancestral sequence reconstruction, including the reconstruction of

different sites or domains in proteins, or the reconstruction of

individual sites in DNA or RNA sequences (see Noller and Woese

1981; Gutell et al. 1986; Knudsen and Hein 1999; Lockless and

Ranganathan 1999; Pedersen et al. 2006; Yeang and Haussler 2007;

Yeang et al. 2007). The success of such future applications depends

on the existence of reliable coevolutionary information at the

position/site level. Coevolution information may be obtained

from proximity in the three-dimensional structure of the protein

itself, from information on coevolution of amino acids sharing

specific binding site(s) or information about binding sites shared

between interacting proteins. Finally, as already partially demon-

strated here, the ACE approach can be generalized in the future

to more complex reconstruction models, e.g., using nonbinary

alphabets, dependency between adjacent sites, and various prob-

abilistic models (Akerborg et al. 2009).

Additionally, we intend to design algorithms (e.g., algorithms

that are based on the belief propagation approach) that may im-

prove the accuracy and running time of the basic ACE algorithm

described in this work.

Methods

Coevolutionary information
The coevolutionary edges used here were gathered from three
sources of information: (1) Proximity in the protein interaction
network of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (for example, Wu et al. [2003],
Sato et al. [2005], and Juan et al. [2008] reported a relation between
coevolution and protein interactions). (2) Proximity in the meta-
bolic networks of the analyzed organisms (for example, Spirin et al.
[2006] and Zhao et al. [2007] reported the relation between co-
evolution and proximity in metabolic networks). (3) Various
physical and functional interactions that were downloaded from
String (Jensen et al. 2009) (http://string.embl.de/; for example,
Chen and Dokholyan [2006] and Tuller et al. [2009] reported the
relation between coevolution and similar functionality).

A coevolutionary edge was added to the model if the follow-
ing two conditions were satisfied: (1) The corresponding pair of

orthologs physically or functionally interact according to the three
sources of information described above (see more details below).
(2) The two orthologs exhibit a pattern of co-occurrence that is
significantly different from random in the genome of the organ-
isms studied (in our case, the ratio between the highest and lowest
probability in the co-occurrence distribution table is at least 4.25).
The initial set of coevolutionary edges included more than 70,000
edges, and after the filtering it included 10,000 edges.

The weights in the tables of the coevolutionary edges were
computed according to the co-occurrence probabilities of the
corresponding pairs of proteins.

The following subsections include more details about the
three sources of coevolutionary information used in this work.

The protein interaction networks of S. cerevisiae and E. coli

The protein interaction network of S. cerevisiae was obtained from
recently published manuscripts (Gavin et al. 2006; Krogan et al.
2006; Reguly et al. 2006) and from public databases (Xenarios et al.
2002; Christie et al. 2004). High-throughput mass spectrometry
data (Gavin et al. 2006; Krogan et al. 2006) was translated into
binary protein–protein interactions using the spoke model (Bader
and Hogue 2002). The final yeast protein–protein network in-
cluded 39,396 interactions. The E. coli network was generated
based on Mori et al. (2000), Xenarios et al. (2002), and Arifuzzaman
et al. (2006). The final E. coli protein–protein network included
16,756 interactions. As coevolutionary edges, we only considered
edges that appeared in the two protein interaction networks. E. coli
and S. cerevisiae are the only organisms in our data set whose PPI
networks have been reconstructed on a large scale. These in-
teractions were mapped to the corresponding COGs by mapping to
E. coli genes. In the final set of coevolutionary edges, 256 were
based on this source of information.

The metabolic networks of the organisms analyzed

We used the representation of Ma and Zeng (2003) for constructing
the metabolic networks, i.e., two enzymes are connected with an
edge if they catalyze successive (or the same) steps in a metabolic
pathway (see the Introduction for the motivation for using adja-
cency as evidence for coevolution). Each metabolic network was
reconstructed by the following stages: First we parsed all data
pertaining reactions, compounds, and enzymes from KEGG release
46 (Kanehisa 2002) and created a list of the existing enzymes in
each species in our collection, the reactions they catalyze, the re-
action products and substrates, and their directionality.

The metabolic network of each organism was generated from
its list of enzymes as follows: Each enzyme is represented as a node
in the network. Let E1 = [e11, e11,.., e1n] denote the set of enzymes
that catalyze reaction R1, and E2 = [e21, e21,.., e2n] denote the set of
enzymes that catalyze reaction R2. If a product of R1 is a substrate
of R2, then undirected edges are assigned between all nodes of E1
and all nodes of E2. Edges are also assigned within E1 nodes and
within E2 nodes. As coevolutionary edges, we considered enzymes
that are connected in at least 10% of the metabolic networks in
KEGG that are larger than 50% of the E. coli’s metabolic network.
The set of enzymes were mapped to COG groups by mapping to E.
coli and S. cerevisiae genes (these data were downloaded from
KEGG) (Kanehisa 2002). In the final set of coevolutionary edges,
250 were based on this source of information.

Other types of cofunctionality (the String database)

As an additional source of coevolutionary edges we used in-
formation downloaded from the String database ( Jensen et al.
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2009). This database includes various sources of coevolutionary/
functional relations that are different from the two types of in-
formation mentioned above. Specifically, it includes informa-
tion on genomic neighborhood, coexpression, gene fusion, coex-
pression, and more. Each coevolutionary relation in this data set
was based on a composite score that is a weighted average of these
sources of information (more details about the different compo-
nent of a score were not available). Most of the edges (98%) in the
final file set of coevolutionary edges were based on this source of
information.

The phylogenetic tree

The phylogenetic tree is based on the following sources of infor-
mation. The subtree related to alpha-proteobacteria was down-
loaded from Boussau et al. (2004). The subtree related to Cyano-
bacteria was downloaded from Shi and Falkowski (2008). The
subtree related to fungi was downloaded from Wapinski et al.
(2007). The reconstruction of other parts of the tree and the
merging of all these trees were based on maximum likelihood
(Dagan and Martin 2007) and iTOL (Letunic and Bork 2007). The
final phylogenetic tree included 95 organisms from the three do-
mains of life: eukaryotes (18 organisms), prokaryotes (65 organisms),
and archaea (12 organisms). The list of organism names and their
taxa i.d. appear in Supplemental Table 2.

We used Neyman’s two-state model (Neyman 1971), a version
of Jukes Cantor ( JC) model ( Jukes and Cantor 1969) for inferring
the edge lengths of the tree by maximum likelihood. This was done
by PAML (Yang 1997). These edge lengths correspond to the
probabilities that a protein family will appear/vanish along the
corresponding lineage.

Clusters of orthologs

Clusters of orthologs were gathered from various sources. COG
mapping to most of the organisms (83 out of 95) were downloaded
from the String database (Jensen et al. 2009). Some of the fungi and
the cyanobacteria (see Supplemental Table 2) do not appear in the
String database; the clusters in the missing fungi were generated in
the following way: (1) We downloaded the data set of fungal
clusters of orthologs from Wapinski et al. (2007) and the cluster of
cyanobacterial orthologs from Shi and Falkowski (2008). (2) We
considered the fungi/cyanobacteria that appear in the COG data
set and mapped each fungal/cyanobacterial cluster to the COG
that has at least 90% overlap with it. (3) After the mapping, we
reconstructed ortholog clusters in the organism that are missing in
COG from their corresponding cluster in the fungal/cyanobacte-
rial data set. The smallest genome (M. genitalium) in the analyzed
data set included 393 genes (sum of copy numbers from each COG
family), while the largest genome (B. japonicum) included 6162
genes (Supplemental Table 3 includes the COGs distributions in all
the analyzed genomes).

Annotation of ancestral proteins and enrichment P-values

The annotation of ancestral proteins was based on COG annota-
tions (Tatusov et al. 2003) and the Gene Ontology (GO) annota-
tions of S. cerevisiae and E. coli (http://www.geneontology.org/
index.shtml).

Enrichment P-values for the proteins that were added by the
ACE were computed according to the COG annotations. For each
function, we computed an hypergeometric P-value based on the
total number of COG families that have this function in LUCA, the
total number of COG families added by the ACE, and the number
of COG families with this function that were added by the ACE.

The ancestral coevolver (ACE) algorithm

The input to ACE is a set of phylogenetic trees (a tree for each

protein) with the same topology and with coevolutionary edges

between pairs of internal nodes of the trees (corresponding to pairs

of protein that coevolve). ACE has three main steps (Fig. 2; Sup-

plemental Fig. 1): (1) By removing some of the coevolutionary

edges, the input (set of trees and edges between them) is parti-

tioned into smaller groups of trees such that there are edges only

between pairs of trees that are in the same group. (2) Optimal labels

(not considering the removed edges) are assigned to the internal

nodes of each of these smaller coevolutionary forests by an algo-

rithm that is a generalization of algorithms for finding ancestral

states by maximum likelihood or maximum parsimony (Fitch

1971; Sankoff 1975; Pupko et al. 2000); in total, these labels are

an approximate solution for the input coevolutionary forest. (3)

Finally, the solution is further improved in a greedy manner.
We begin by briefly describing stage 2 of the algorithm and

then explain why stage 1 is necessary. Similarly to many algorithms

for computing the optimal labels of internal tree nodes (by MP or

ML criterion) (Fitch 1971; Sankoff 1975; Pupko et al. 2000), our al-

gorithm has two phases: In the first phase, it traverses the coevo-

lutionary forest from the leaves to the root; in the second phase,

it traverses the coevolutionary forest from the root to the leaves.
However, our algorithm is performed jointly for all the trees in

each connected component.
Let e = (i, j ) denote a coevolutionary edge or a tree edge. Let

Wc
e;ða;bÞ = Wc

ði;jÞ;ða;bÞ denote the cost corresponding to assigning

a at node i, and b at node j where (i, j) is a coevolutionary edge.

Similarly, if e = (i, j ) is a tree edge, we use Wb
e;ða;bÞ = Wb

ði;jÞ;ða;bÞ to de-

note the cost of assigning a and b at the two nodes of e.
Let S�xð�vÞ denote the optimal cost (the minimal sum of

weights) of the sub-coevolutionary forest that corresponds to the

coevolutionary subforest whose roots are �v, such that all the nodes

in such a vector of roots correspond to the same ancestral organism

in the phylogenetic trees, and when assigning �x in these roots.

For example, consider Figure 1, the optimal cost when consider-

ing the coevolutionary forest whose roots are �v = ½x1; y1�, and

when assigning �x = ½1;1� in these roots is 0.51 (due to the co-

evolutionary edge).
In the first phase, the algorithm traverses the coevolutionary

forest from the leaves to the root and computes the cost S�xð�vÞ for

each set of internal nodes, �v, such that all of these nodes corre-

spond to the same ancestral organism in all of the phylogenetic

trees, after the costs of the two sets of internal nodes that are de-

scendant of �v were computed (see Supplemental Fig. 1 B; Supple-

mentary Note 1). In the second phase, the algorithm traverses the

subforest from the roots to the leaves, and chooses optimal labels

for each set of internal nodes, given the optimal labels of its cor-

responding set of parents (see Supplemental Fig. 1B; Supplemen-

tary Note 1).
As the running time of the algorithm is exponential with the

size of the coevolutionary forest, the algorithm has an initial stage

(stage 1), where the input graph is partitioned into small enough

connected components. The algorithm used at this stage, Partite,

recursively clusters the trees to groups according to the edge

weights between them (thus minimizing the number of edges

between different clusters), such that the number of trees in each

cluster is small enough (less than a predetermined parameter K;

Supplemental Fig. 1C; Supplementary Note 8). We used hierar-

chical k-means (MacQueen 1967) for clustering (but obviously

other clustering algorithms can be used too).
The input to the Partite algorithm is a weighted graph whose

edges correspond to the edges in the coevolutionary graph. The

weights of the graph edges can be any measure that represents that
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strength of the coevolution between the corresponding proteins
(trees/subtrees) in a certain part of the evolution. We used the ratio
between the maximal and the minimal values of the edges in the
weight tables. The clustering parameter K induces a trade-off be-
tween accuracy and speed: larger maximal cluster/subgraph (K)
increases the running time, but also increases the accuracy of the
solution.

The final stage of the ancestral coevolver algorithm is a greedy
stage (Supplemental Fig. 1F; Supplementary Note 1). In each step
of the greedy algorithm, it considers all of the edges; then, it
chooses an edge (tree edge or coevolutionary edge) and new labels
to its ends in a way that gives improvement of the cost of the co-
evolutionary forest. In each step, the new labels are updated; the
algorithm stops when it does not find new labels that improve the
cost of the coevolutionary forest.

The total running time of the algorithm is exponential with
the size of the largest connected component, but behaves quite
linearly with the other parameters (including the number of trees).
For detailed explanations see Supplementary Note 1. The typical
running time for an input with several hundred trees and largest
connected component of size eight trees is up to a few minutes. For
inputs with several thousand trees and largest connected compo-
nent of size 9, the running time is a few hours. So, as long as one
takes care to partition the coevolutionary graph to connected
components of sufficiently small size in the preprocessing phase
(which can always be done by a corresponding choice of a clus-
tering algorithm), the algorithm can be run within a reasonable
time frame.

The models of evolution used in the analysis
of the biological inputs

We checked several models for the weights of the tree edges. In the
binary parsimony case, there are two possible states for each
character (i.e., for each COG): ‘‘0’’ denotes that the COG is not
encoded in a genome, and ‘‘1’’ denotes that the COG is encoded in
the genome. The penalty to switch from ‘‘1’’ to ‘‘0’’ and vice versa is
identical (e.g., 1) in all the branches.

In the binary likelihood case, as in the binary parsimony case,
there are two similar possible characters for each state (COG).
However, in this case, each tree edge, (a, b), has a different length
(gain/loss probability, pa,b) that induces a different weight table
(see the previous section about how pa,b can be computed). The
penalty (the corresponding entry in the weight matrix) for
a change from ‘‘0’’ to ‘‘1’’ or vice versa, in this case, is �log(pa,b); if
there is no change, the cost is �log(1�pa,b). These models appear
in the main text. We decided to use models where the penalty for
gain or loss of a gene is identical following the work of Mirkin et al.
(2003), who showed that this is the most reasonable/suitable
penalty in our context.

We also checked additional models whose results are reported
in Supplemental Figure 4 and Supplementary Notes 6 and 7: In the
nonbinary parsimony case, there are a few possible states for each
character (COG). Each state is a positive integer that denotes the
number of genes from a COG in a certain genome (note that only
6% of the states in the analyzed biological input are larger than
‘‘1’’). Let Cx denote the number of genes from a COG C in node x. In
the symmetric nonbinary case, the penalty for a change in the
number of genes corresponding to a COG C along the tree edge
(a, b) is �log(pa,b)*|Ca�Cb|. In the nonbinary nonsymmetric case,
the penalty for losing a gene from a COG C along the tree edge
(a, b) where a is the ancestor of b is �2log(pa,b)*|Ca�Cb|, while the
penalty for gaining a COG is �log(pa,b)*|Ca�Cb|.

In the nonbinary cases, we use binary coevolutionary edge
weight tables (Cx > 0 or Cx = 0). This was done for two main reasons:

(1) The coevolution between a pair of COGs usually corresponds to
the relation(s) between any protein from one COG to any protein
from the other COG. (2) Considering the limited number of ana-
lyzed organisms, a too-large coevolutionary table would include
too many parameters (weights) that need to be estimated.

Weighting of the edge weights in the analysis
of the biological inputs

In the biological analysis, we checked five specific values of the
ML/CE weighting and MP/CE weighting. These values are de-
scribed in Supplementary Note 2.
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